
COMPLETE POSITION & APPLICATION DETAILS AVAILABLE ONLINE CKFR.ORG

We're Hiring!
ENTRY & LATERAL

FIREFIGHTER/EMTS &
FIREFIGHTER/PARAMEDICS

The ideal candidate will be self-motivated, able
to troubleshoot problems, and remain focused in
critical situations.  You should be excited by the
idea of training, be a productive and proactive
teammate, and a strong communicator who is
able to lead and follow. 

IDEAL CANDIDATE:
Are you safety focused, community minded
and passionate about fire and rescue?

Above all else, you should be passionate about
fire and rescue, understand the role of policies
and procedures as they relate to safety, have the
desire to make an impact in your community and
be courageous enough to take the risks that
make our organization stronger.

QUALIFICATIONS:
High School Diploma or GED (AA or BA
preferred)
Valid WA State Drivers License
Ability to pass a background, medical and
psychological evaluation.
EMT certification, or ability to obtain EMT
certification for EMT positions.
Paramedic certification for Paramedic
positions.
EVIP, IFSAC, and Academy completion will
be provided prior to start date.
CPAT and NTN testing completed by
November 12, 2021 at
www.nationaltestingnetwork.com

ABOUT THE ROLE:

Examine, treat and transport sick and injured
patients.
Drive apparatus, operate pumps, ventilate
roofs, assist with salvage and overhaul
operations.
Participate in community and District events.
Participate in regular trainings, including drills
and safety courses.
Operate a variety of portable power and
hand equipment tools; laying hose,
connecting lines and nozzles.

CKFR is taking emergency response to the next
level!  This position performs multiple tasks in
potentially dangerous environments and is the
first line emergency responder to fire and medical
emergencies.  You'll prevent, combat and
extinguish, and provide rescue services.  You'll
also: 

You will work with a well trained team and report
to a Company Officer who will provide initial
mentoring during your shift and will guide your
daily work with Battalion Chief oversight. 

WHAT WE OFFER:
Entry level salary is $5,855 -$6,558/mo with
regularly scheduled increases.
Comprehensive medical, dental and vision
benefits.
Enrollment in LEOFF retirement pension
system.
Generous employer contributions into 457 and
HRA accounts.
Flexible schedule with ample time off.
Tuition reimbursement programs. 

If that sounds like you, please apply with Central
Kitsap Fire & Rescue, we'd love to have you join
our team!


